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this music paradise is for all those producers who wish to hear more smooth, clean and relaxed styles in their music and productions. if the idea of bringing back an older style of music to your productions scares you a bit, fear not! the comeback of 70's fm pop music has arrived! the track 'the
abcs of pop music' with its catchy melodies, sweet harmonies and modernized production is in a sense the perfect track to explore this new style. in this expansion pack, you will find a pack of 100 club-smashing presets for avenger, many of them for those already in this genre or for those who

wish to cross over!with perfect fx, warm ups, arps, vocals, synth bass, lead, bass and drums, you will definitely get the sweet and the sour of a great musical hit! avengers fourth essential sound bank cyber heatwave contains a large number of exclusive presets for his flagship cyberstock
synthesizers. it covers all cyberstock generators with sounds covering the whole spectrum and provides great leadsynth sounds with the ability of seperating layers, splitting them or even layering them to create lead partials. all the presets are designed with leading sounds ranging from bland to
rave and all the sounds are sequenced and patchable so that you can tailor them in a way that suits your own sound. there is also the possibility to run the sequencer from avenger or cyberstock sequencers and the oscillators are adaptable and can be differentiated by setting the split to split or

multiply. the expansion is being inspired by the classic tracks of the decade and offers a huge variety of sounds and options.
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now the world knows what you are made of. you are hardcore lovers of the evil side of trance and your productions are so sick! as a special welcome gift for this empire empire day edition we give you you a war decimation ogre drumset. this is a serious step up from your current
drumkit. the kick has more of a "harsh punch", the snare has a softer touch, the tom is more snappy, and the bongos are totally amazing. so this drumkit is your ideal drumset to challenge any hardbiting enemy! so it's time to take your revenge!!! due to the overwhelming response
and positive feedback, electronic valhalla was released 2 years ago. one of the reasons for its success was a "drumset bundle" that contains 10 exclusive drumkits. however, this drumset bundle is not complete. electronic valhalla for vps avenger brings you the missing 16th drumkit:
"regulators revenge" from munchkin. and remember: this is just the beginning. you are a badass. you have been looking for the right drumset, which fits your style, and offers you a strong punch and a soft touch. you have fallen in love with the drums of electronic valhalla. however,

if you like this drumset, there are even more beats to be found in the soundry sound library: malfunction drums is the 16th drumkit from electronic valhalla and it consists of 160 exclusive drum kits. as a special bonus gift malfunction drums is available in the soundry software for
absolutely free. all you have to do is download the 60-day trial and you are ready to go. do you want to understand what is happening in the music? this rare feature enables you to have real time control over the sound of a synth, drum or string. avenger now has an improved sound
and has the beat syncing and modricator features developed by the original source material. "beat sync" and "modricator" makes avenger a true legend among sound designers. the sound of this program is much deeper, richer, full of expression, and it sounds remarkably similar to

the original sound generation of the samples. in short avenger can now take the place of the original sound and produce a new sound which is far superior to any source-based synth, the only exception of course being the original avenger sound itself. avenger is universal and runs on
any computer that supports directx 7 and the sound modules that avenger includes. 5ec8ef588b
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